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SUMMARY
A mixed-signal reconfigurable platform gives the designer the choice of imple-
menting systems using the benefits of both analog and digital circuits. The subject
of this research is the implementation and application of mixed-signal reconfigurable
systems utilizing floating-gate transistors and field programmable analog/digital ar-
rays.
Basic analog circuits using floating-gate CMOS devices have been developed for
this research. Floating-gate based analog circuits reduce the effects of inherent prop-
erty mismatch present in analog circuits. Various circuit blocks including current
mirrors, gilbert multipliers, and Gm − C filters were designed and experimentally
demonstrated to show reduced mismatch effects. Such floating-gate transistors and
circuits are the basis for the reconfigurable systems developed in this research.
To enable high-performance reconfigurable systems, sub-micron and sub-100nm
CMOS process nodes were used in this research. At such small process nodes, the
scaling of Floating-gate devices is a key issue. Test structures were created to verify
the programming capability for floating-gate devices at various process nodes. Ex-
perimental results show scalability of floating-gate devices along with effective charge
programming ability.
A floating-gate based reconfigurable mixed-signal platform using Field-Programmable
Array of Analog-Digital Devices (FPAADD) has been created and experimentally ver-
ified. Further FPAADD systems augmented with a CPU based digital back-end were
developed to enable greater applications for such reconfigurable systems. Experimen-
tal functionality and circuits/systems created using FPAADD based systems were




Reconfigurable systems exist as an attractive alternative to custom ASIC design when
the monetary cost of fabrication, or the manufacturing time is too high. Digital sys-
tems cater particularly well to reconfigurability in that any digitally solvable problem
can be implemented with a very small number of building blocks that are functionally
insensitive to fan-out and fan-in. FPGAs use look-up tables (LUTs) and flip flops
to implement arbitrary and small number-of-input Boolean equations and state ma-
chines. High level functions are built up from large numbers of these blocks being
connected together by a programmable interconnection network (the interconnect).
With digital design’s ability to be abstracted to very high level programming lan-
guages, systems can be rapidly prototyped and implemented on FPGAs. Of course
this flexibility does not come without an associated cost increase to area, power, and
degradation of system speed.
While all solvable problems can be solved in the digital domain, some problems
map more efficiently to other domains. Problems like integer factorization, searching
unsorted lists, and simulating quantum many-body systems, for instance, have so-
lutions implementable on quantum computers that are algorithmically more efficient
than the best known solutions on probabilistic Turing machines (classical digital com-
puters). The filtering, smoothing, or modulation of sensor signals are efficiently solved
in the domain of analog signal processing or analog computation. For a digital com-
puter to even begin to work on real world data, some sort of analog processing must
take place to convert it into a compatible format.
Analog solutions, when implemented in silicon, incur the same costs of fabrication
1
and design time iteration that makes reconfigurable solutions attractive for many
applications. The FPAA is the analog equivalent of the FPGA. In essence it is a set
of low level analog computational elements in a reconfigurable interconnect. Unlike
FPGAs, however, the choice of computational elements tends to vary quite a bit,
and thus FPAAs come in many different flavors: some use discrete-time, switched-
capacitors, some are based on operational amplifiers and Gm-C circuits, some use




FLOATING-GATE TRANSISTOR DESIGN IN CMOS
FPAADD systems may be further enhanced by usage of floating-gate transistors as
switch elements and in sub-circuits. A floating-gate device is a CMOS transistor for
which the gate terminal is completely isolated to any DC signal path. Signals couple
into the gate through an input capacitor, Cg, which can be either a poly-poly or MOS
capacitor. The input capacitor provides the necessary electrical isolation to the gate
terminal. Electrical isolation allows non-volatile charge storage at that same node [8].
With the ability to change the stored charge, the floating-gate transistor adds fine-
grain reconfigurability to FPAADD systems. Such a reconfigurable system allows the
reduction of analog sources of error, i.e. device mismatch. Reducing mismatch errors
are key in obtaining high performance data converters. Analog solutions for reducing
such errors are generally lower power compared to digital solutions, providing another
benefit. We will show device mismatch is reduced using floating-gate devices. For
example, the input offset voltage of amplifiers can be reduced greatly without the
need for any external extra noisy elements, such as a chopper circuit. Additionally,
floating-gate devices enable fine tuning and calibration of mixed signal systems, as
well. We will present a floating-gate based filter with the ability to change the corner
frequency and/or Q of a filter. Each floating-gate device may control one aspect of
the filter, replacing calibration DACs in traditional systems.
2.1 Fundamental Properties of Floating-Gate Devices
Figure 1 depicts a p-channel floating-gate transistor. Ctun is a MOS capacitor to
insure proper electron tunneling [8, 9]. The voltage at the floating-gate due to stored
charge (V = Q/Cgate) is changed via a process called programming. The value of the
3
stored voltage is limited by electron tunneling due to a thin oxide barrier. In theory,
the floating-gate voltage can be changed one electron at a time. Practical limitations
create a floor of minimum charge added or removed from the gate. Readout of the
floating-gate voltage is limited by the accuracy of utilized measurement instrumenta-





Figure 1: A transistor level schematic of the floating-gate pFET. The unlabeled capac-
itor is the tunneling capacitor, required for electron tunneling. The input capacitor
allows input signals to be coupled into the floating gate terminal.
Circuits and systems using floating-gate transistors allow for expanded function-
ality compared to traditional designs. Many of the applications for floating-gate
transistors include: being used to remove offsets in classical analog circuits, create
permanent analog weight storage and reduce die area for large scale systems. Pre-
vious systems include an analog fourier processor, silicon cochlea, speech recognition
system, and active pixel sensor imagers [10, 11, 12].
2.2 Modification of Charge in Floating-Gate Devices
The charge stored in the floating-gate is changed by three methods: UV radiation,
Fowler-Nordheim electron tunneling, or hot-electron injection. We consider only the
latter two cases as they can be implemented on-chip without need for additional
hardware and controlled more precisely than UV radiation [8, 9]. Equation 1 is the
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saturation drain current for a floating-gate transistor operating in sub-threshold (weak
inversion), assuming a long channel device, VA =∞ and Vsource = Vbulk.
Id = Io exp
κ(Vfg − VT )
UT
. (1)
In Eq. 1, UT , is defined as the thermal voltage (UT =
kT
q
), whose value at room
temperature, 27◦ C, is approximately 25 mV. Io is a device specific term. The floating-
gate voltage is modeled as 2, where the nominal voltage terminals are the source,
drain, well, tunnel node, and voltage at the gate input capacitor. The value of charge











Adjusting the charge on the floating-gate, will change effect gate voltage, Vfg as
shown in Fig. 2. The floating-gate voltage is changed using Fowler-Nordheim electron
tunneling and channel hot electron injection via impact ionization [8]. The shift of
the curve may be presented as a shift of the threshold voltage for the device; or
as a change of the saturation drain current for a fixed DC bias. For the p-channel
floating-gate transistor, tunneling decreases the threshold voltage and decreases the
drain current for a fixed bias. Hot-electron injection increases the threshold voltage
and increases the drain current for a fixed bias. In effect, injection and tunneling are
used as complimentary functions for programming a floating-gate transistor. Further
explanation of our floating-gate programming methodology is presented in [8, 9].
2.3 Programming Multiple Floating-Gate Devices
Beyond programming a single floating-gate device, we need the capability to program
multiple devices. The amount may range from a several devices to thousands of
devices. The requirement for programming multiple floating-gate transistors creates a
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Figure 2: Gate sweeps of a pFET floating gate device [1] from a 0.5µm CMOS
process. The effects of injection on VT are seen as increasing its value. Electron
tunneling decreases the value of VT .
need for a programming architecture to facilitate efficient and accurate programming.
Manually programming each floating-gate element without on-chip support circuitry
would be an arduous task coupled with the notion that incorporation of offset removal
with any complex system would become difficult. Manual programming, also requires
user control over all aspects of electron tunneling and hot-electron injection. We
propose to use automatic programming, which only requires a desired pFET drain
current and selection of a floating-gate element to program, any other user control
is not needed [5]. A floating-gate device can be programmed using an automatic
programming algorithm, decreasing the complexity and time required to program
such devices. An array based programming architecture is proposed which allows
automatic programming of multiple floating-gate elements. This architecture contains
most of the necessary components on-chip allowing for fast and timely programming.
2.3.1 Array Programming
The programming architecture utilizes an array based topology for the floating-gates










Figure 3: Schematic of the architecture used to program floating-gate elements.
Shown is a single floating-element device in each cell [13, 14]; however, any arbitrary
element can be used inside each cell of the array.
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Figure 3. Each floating-gate element is an element of an MxN matrix/array. Selection
of a specific floating-gate device is similar to writing a bit into an SRAM cell. For
example, to select the floating-gate element found in column 4 and row 2: the gate
input signal is applied to column 3, while the gates of all other columns are tied to
Vdd. Since, the floating-gate transistors are pFET devices, they will effectively be shut
off. For row selectivity, the drain and source for rows 1 and 3 are set to Vdd. This
will deactivate all transistors in column 3 due to Vsd = 0V , except for the element
located at row 2.
Having isolated a specific element, the next step is to program the device. For the
array programming architecture, electron tunneling is used as a global erase function
acting simultaneously on all floating-gate devices within an IC. Hot-electron injection
is used to perform both coarse and fine addition of charge onto the floating-gate.
Tunneling has been delegated as a global function because creating circuitry to enable
selectivity for electron tunneling would require high-voltage switches located in each
element of the matrix. This high voltage circuit would be very expensive in terms of
die area, particularly if the number of floating-gate elements is large (on the order of
100 or greater). However, hot-electron injection is a process which allows selectivity
with the same system as used to isolate a floating-gate element. Hot-electron injection
has two requirements (from Chapter 3): a sub-threshold drain current and a large
source-drain voltage, i.e. Vsd > Vdd,normal, for a 0.5µm process Vdd,normal = 3.3V .
Upon closer inspection of the array programming system, we see that to isolate a
single floating-gate element, all other elements have both their gate voltage set to
Vdd and no drain current, with the exemption of elements located in the column of
the selected device, which only have Vsd = 0V . Thus, the user has access to the
gate, drain, and source of the isolated floating-gate element. Hot-electron injection
may be performed on said element by creating a sub-threshold drain current (using



























Figure 4: System-level block diagram used to implement the array based programming
architecture. The decoders are used to control the logic circuitry. During Run mode,
the floating-gate transistors are part of the mixed-signal system. During Program
mode, the floating-gate transistors are separated from the system. Using the decoders,
a single element is selected, and controlled via the Gate Signal and Drain Signal lines.
Such control allows for programming of the device.
programming each floating-gate device in the array requires only selection of that
device and applying hot-electron injection. In practice, however, electron tunneling
is used to bring all elements in the array below a threshold current, in order to assure
all devices are below the some minimum drain current (or below some maximum
threshold voltage). The programming algorithm is applied to program each element of
the array [15]. Thus, programming an entire matrix of floating-gate transistors using
the array programming architecture requires only the desired drain currents/threshold
voltages for each element; the programming system and algorithm will change each
floating-gate element to the desired values efficiently without any further user input.
2.3.2 System Implementation
The array programming architecture is a modular design, enabling incorporation of
the concept into almost any mixed-signal system. A system using the programming
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architecture must also perform the function of making the array architecture trans-
parent when not in use for altering the charge of the floating gate in each element of
the array. This transparency requirement allows floating-gate transistors to exist as
normal circuits that could be part of a given arbitrary system: e.g. multipliers, opera-
tional amplifiers, serial A/D convertors, etc. However, when the floating-gate array is
required to be programmed, the array programming system will disable all elements
of the IC except the floating-gate array and circuits required for the array program-
ming architecture. This mode is designated the Program mode. Thus, in Program
mode, only the array programming system is activated and operated as described in
Section 2.3.1. Once programming of all elements is complete, the array programming
architecture is disabled, and all floating-gate transistors are re-integrated with the
mixed-signal system components; this mode is referred to as Run mode. A single
clock signal, Prog, determines the mode of the programming system; a logic high
state switches the system into the Program state, while a logic low sends the system
into normal operation: the Run state.
Figure 4 details most of the components required to implement the array based
programming architecture on chip for a mixed-signal system. A switching matrix is
required to isolate the all the circuits of the mixed-signal system besides the floating-
gate transistors. This switching matrix is controlled by the logic signal Prog. Column
decoders are utilized to select a specific column for isolation. Outputs from the column
decoder goto the Gate Control Logic which implements the gate isolation method
described in the previous section. The input gate signal is routed to the selected
column, while all other floating-gate transistor gates are tied to Vdd. The output
from the row decoders goto the Drain Control Logic circuitry. This logic circuit
implements the isolation via switching the source-to-drain voltage of each row. The
selected row will have its Vsd voltage tunable, while other rows will have Vsd = 0V .
With the system components in place, programming an entire array of floating
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gates is an automated procedure, using the programming algorithm. The system
implementation allows direct control of each element in the matrix, along with its
associated gate and drain voltages. The selected floating-gate transistor drain current
is muxed out via the Drain Control Logic circuit. Tunneling is implemented as a global
erase function, as stated in Section 2.3.1. After the programming of all elements is
accomplished, the system is set into normal operation mode. The system circuitry
requires the addition of a few I/O pins. The basic I/O pads are categorized into the
decoder pins that are required for: selecting an element of the array, gate voltage
pin, drain voltage, drain current pin (in the same pin) and a pad for the tunneling
voltage.
2.4 Conclusion
We have described the basics of a floating-gate transistor in a CMOS process. We
modify the charge on the floating-gate device using electron tunneling and hot-
electron injection. In order to use multiple floating-gate transistors in a system,
a basic programming infrastructure was designed, implemented, and tested. This is
a key step for larger systems to floating-gate technology, in particular reconfigurable
systems such as FPAAs.
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CHAPTER III
SCALING OF FLOATING-GATE DEVICES IN DEEP
SUB-MICRON CMOS PROCESSES
3.1 Introduction
Scaling of Floating-Gate (FG) devices is a key issue when working to improve the den-
sity of FG based memories, computing in memory systems, and Field Programmable
Analog Arrays (FPAA). For example, how will an FPAA’s operating frequency im-
prove as the IC technology process is scaled down? Figure 5 shows a modeling
summary of the capability in frequency of a particular FPAA device architecture
as a function of process geometry used. Although the initial FPAA devices, built
in 350nm process, have achieved frequencies in the 50-100MHz range, scaled FPAA
devices should enable significantly higher frequencies, enabling RF type signals at
40nm and smaller IC processes [5]. Therefore, the potential of scaled down devices
and the resulting computation, from a 350nm process down to a 40nm process, re-
quires investigating both experimentally and analytically.
3.2 Basics of 40nm FG Devices
At 45nm / 40nm, compared to previous nodes (e.g. 90nm, 65nm), one sees a major
change in the resulting MOSFET device. The gate insulator for MOSFET devices was
changed from the time-tested SiO2 to HfO2 to reduce gate leakage in the thin insulator
devices. Figure 7 shows a comparison of 350nm to 40nm FG devices. The higher
ε of HfO2 (25) enables a much thicker material while enabling increased coupling
capacitance into the MOSFET surface potential (Ψ). The change in insulators enable
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Figure 5: Frequency response of FPAA architectures as a function of minimum chan-
nel length.
for a square barrier we would expect lower leakage current than a comparable 350nm
device. From experimentally built FG devices in a 40nm IC process, we can measure
the channel current for gate sweeps and drain sweeps, as shown in Fig. 7. Using the
measured drain current from an FG gate sweep, starting at the pFET subthreshold
region to near threshold region and ending in the above threshold region; we are
able to extrapolate an effective κ of 0.373 and a threshold current of 100nA. From
the measured drain current versus swept drain voltage we will be able to extract the
resulting gsr0 of these devices, which includes the effect of overlap capacitances.
To determine viability of floating-gate devices in this process node, we first ask
whether these new FG devices hold charge, (at least sufficiently long for testing our
systems). Furthermore, do we see behavior of sufficiently long hold-times to expect
reasonable 10 year lifetime results, similar to EEPROM devices. Experimental mea-











Figure 6: Multiple FG devices layouts (250nm and 40nm processes). We show a
typical 250nm device, a typical 45nm device, as well as a thicker insulator 45nm
device. The source-drain to substrate / well capacitance is significantly less in the
45nm approach, a key parameter for making dense arrays of floating-gate devices.
change in the stored charge. To provide an explanation our of assertion, we look
at the square barriers between the 350nm and 40nm devices in Fig. 7. The change
in insulators enable a thicker insulator; but, with a smaller barrier potential (1.4eV
versus 3.0eV). Therefore given a square barrier we would expect lower leakage than
a 350nm device. Electron tunneling current depends on the exponential of a term
proportional to the thickness and proportional to the square-root of barrier energy
(Ebarrier); the classic expression for tunneling through a square barrier










where t1 is the insulator thickness, m
∗ is the effective mass of an electron, and Itun0
is an experimentally determined constant for the particular insulator [16].
The FG devices created and tested were made using the thick oxide device available
in the 40nm process. This thick oxide is made from HfO2, and can be thought of as
similar to a 250nm standard CMOS device. We can, also, assume using the thicker
oxide device will enable long (i.e. 10 year) charge storage lifetimes. Figure 6 shows
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scaled pictures of different transistor sizes. The thicker insulator device for 45nm
process, despite having an effective gate thickness similar to a 250nm process, has a
drain-source parasitic capacitance lower than a standard 250nm process. Minimizing
these parasitics is critical for frequency performance for any implementation, with an
added benefit of higher density of devices due to smaller size. Decreasing the entire
FG device size to a typical 45nm device with a thicker insulator, typical of EEPROM
type devices, should be possible but is not experimentally tested.
3.3 40nm Floating-Gate Device Measurements
Figure 8 shows the experimental methods and related measurements for electron
tunneling through the HfO2 gate insulator in a 40nm FG thick oxide device. For
both 350nm and 40nm FG devices, electron tunneling behavior is described by Fowler-
Nordheim tunneling effects and equation. As an aside, 250nm FG devices would also
follow such behavior. The modified 40nm FG FET insulator results in higher electron
tunneling current because of the smaller barrier to Si (1.4eV) versus the classic SiO2
to Si barrier (3.0eV). Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, or tunneling through a triangle
barrier, models electron tunneling current as

























where q is the charge of an electron, and E is the electric field in the insulator [17].
Equation 5 is derived from Eqn. 4 via substitution of E for Vox.
When a high potential is applied across the tunnel oxide, we assume the FG
device is still acting similar to a normal device. Next, we group terms in the electron
tunneling Eqn. (5) and simply the equation to:
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Figure 7: Illustration of the comparison of a 350nmFG FET and a 40nm FG FET. We
compare the typical device used for a 350nm FET device versus a thicker insulator
available 40nm FET device that could enable long-term lifetimes for FG devices.
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Figure 8: Measured drain current from a single 40nm FG device demonstrating elec-
tron tunneling between sweeps. Comparison between 350nm and 40nm processes for
electron tunneling are rooted in looking at the resulting band-diagrams. One can
take several gate sweep curves with tunneling between the curves. Tunneling oc-
curred at 6V supplied to Vtun, with delays on the order of a minute between curve
sweeps. Curve sweeps were taken with Vtun at 2.0V. We can measure the time course
of tunneling. From the resulting current (above-threshold) current measurements, we
can extract floating-gate voltage (Vdd - Vfg - VT0), enabling characterizing tunneling
current versus tunneling terminal voltages ( Vtun - Vfg ). We regressed tunneling cur-
rent per unit total floating-gate capacitance (CT ) versus 1 / ( Vtun - Vfg ) enabling
a direct comparison of the data with the theoretical expression for Fowler-Nordheim
tunneling. We also plot a curve fit to that theoretical expression in (6).
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where Vo is a parameter including the other exponential terms in (5). We relate the
terminal voltages to transistor elements as Vtun − Vfg = Vtun − Vdd + VT0 + (Vdd −
Vfg − VT0).
For our above-threshold current measurement versus time, we take our model of








(Vdd − Vfg − VT0)2







where threshold current, Ith, is 2KU
2
T/κ, and we extracted Ith as 100nA from our
data on this particular device. From these measurements of Vfg, we can extract the





The resulting formulation allows us to take a numerical derivative to see the resulting
tunneling current, enabling the plot in Fig. 8 and resulting curve fit of Eqn. (6). We
see from Fig. 8, the tunneling behavior of a thick oxide FG device in a 40nm process
fits accordingly with Fowler-Nordheim tunneling and comparable to a 250nm process.
With electron tunneling established for 40nm devices, we will focus on hot-electron
injection next. The lower energy barrier between HfO2 impacts channel hot-electron
injection by reducing the barrier for electrons injecting into the insulator. For SiO2
barriers, a wide range of the effects were limited by hole impact ionization and we
expect in these processes that the correlation will be far stronger. We expect that we
will need similar voltages for injection across processes.
Figure 9 shows the experiments performed to measure hot-electron injection in the
40nm FG devices. We take a drain current versus gate voltage sweep to determine the
initial starting condition of the device (similar to electron tunneling measurements).
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An initial tunneling step is performed to bring the device into an ”off” position, i.e.
very low drain currents. Next, we took a gate voltage sweep to determine an initial
starting curve, however we produced a sharp jump in current. This was caused by a
major ammeter range change at 2µA, which caused the drain voltage to drop for a
short time to a voltage below GND, enabling enough electric field on this FG device
to inject, as seen by the immediate step in current resulting from an decreased level
of FG charge. To mitigate this effect, we turned off auto ranging on the ammeter and
performed the initial gate sweep again. The second curve in Fig. 9 does not have an
inflection point.
Next, the drain voltage was pulsed to large Vds values, similar to the method
described in Chapter 2. We pulsed the drain voltage and measured the resulting
drain current, Id, until the perceived current value stopped changing appreciably.
Figure 10 shows the measured change in drain current for a fixed pulse width, T,
versus starting the drain current. We show these measurements for three values of
— Vds — , and from this result, we extract the resulting slope at a fixed current (i.e.
10nA). This slope is 1/Vinj; Vinj = 96.7mV. This value is utilized in floating-gate
programming algorithms when an accurate desired Vfg or Id is required (e.g. precise
bias currents/voltages) [18].
Often in programming algorithms, we make use of an effective linear difference
equation(s) for early steps in hitting analog targets [18]. Figure 11 shows the linearized
difference equations of resulting drain current after an injection event versus initial
current.
3.4 Floating-Gate Devices in 130nm
Similar to the 40nm process, we made test structures of floating-gate transistors in
a 130nm CMOS process. The gate insulator is made from SiO2 unlike the 40nm
and below processes. To obtain the best charge retention, we made the floating-gate
19
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Figure 9: Hot-electron injection experimental setup. Ammeter auto ranging was
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Figure 10: Pulsed injection measurement results for various Vds values.
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x[n+1] = 1.13 x[n] + 0.42nA











Figure 11: Linear difference equations used to determine ending drain current via
hot-electron injection.
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device using the thick oxide option. This transistor is similar in characteristic to
a 250nm node (again, similar to the 40nm process). Figures 12 and 13 show the
results of electron tunneling and injection from a 130nm floating-gate device using
the thick oxide of the process. The measurements were performed in the same manner
as described above for the 40nm devices. We are able to show comparable tunneling
and injection characteristics between the 40nm and 130nm devices.
3.5 Conclusion
We have shown the scaling of floating-gate CMOS devices across 130nm and 40nm
technology. The transistors were made using the inherent process thick oxide devices.
We were able to show both tunneling and hot-electron injection behavior comparable
to the 350nm transistors. We expect charge retention numbers to be comparable
between the process nodes, although further experimentation is needed. The gains
in density from scaling can be further amplified by utilizing the process thin oxide
source/drain junction geometries along with thick oxide gates. Such a device can lead
to lower junction capacitance and higher layout density.
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Figure 12: Fowler-Nordheim plot from a 130nm floating-gate device.
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Figure 13: Hot-electron injection data from a 130nm floating-gate device.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALOG CIRCUITS USING FLOATING-GATE DEVICES
Floating-gate transistors can be efficiently used as analog biases and non volatile ana-
log weight storage [10]. More importantly, floating-gate transistors can be used in
various analog circuits to help mitigate defects due to the fabrication of integrated
circuits [19]. Device geometry mismatch between multiple transistors due to imper-
fections in fabrication manifest themselves as a deviation in the threshold voltage
of a transistor. We will show the mitigation of this mismatch term by inserting
floating-gate transistors in analog circuits.
4.1 Model for Offset Removal
One method to characterize device mismatch is the measurement of variation in
threshold voltage. As discussed in Chapter 2, floating-gate transistors enable di-
rect manipulation of the effective transistor threshold voltage. The offset voltage
is the difference of threshold voltage between a reference device and “matched” de-
vices. This offset voltage can be reduced, if all reference and matching transistors are
designed as floating-gate devices.
To model offset removal between two devices, we start with Eqn. 2 and define the







Inserting Eqn. 10 into Eqn. 1 yields













The process of matching one reference floating-gate device with another (or more)
floating-gate devices requires the ability to match VT,eff of each device. From Eqn. 12,
changing the stored charge on the floating-gate enables the devices to be matched
and reduces their offset mismatch to within the resolution of the measurement device
utilized. This methodology will be used to reduce threshold voltage mismatch in
CMOS transistors and used to created matched circuits. Mismatch due to gate area
(W/L) is neglected because VT differences are the larger cause of errors in VLSI
systems, and increasing the matching of gate dimensions may be done during layout.










Figure 14: Transistor level schematic of the floating-gate differential pair.
Offset removal in a different analog circuits will be shown. All measured data is
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obtained from a 0.5µm CMOS chip. Figure 14 shows a differential pair with floating
gates at each of the input terminals. With the addition of floating gates, we have the
ability to remove the input-referred offset voltage (Vin,offset) caused by a mismatch
in threshold voltage between both transistors. Vin,offset is related to VT,eff of the
floating-gate devices by the following equation
Vin,offset = VT,eff1 − VT,eff2. (13)
Altering VT,eff1 of M1 and/or VT,eff2 of M2, can be used to reduce Vin,offset to
0. Figure 15 displays the measured results of reducing Vin,offset in a differential
pair over several programming iterations. Due to the unique nature of the circuit,
Vin,offset may be changed to any arbitrary value allowing the system to have calibrated
differential pairs with specific defined offsets. This ability to create offsets at specific
locations enables the differential pair for use in comparators with user-defined trip
points. Measured results of a differential pair programmed to arbitrary offset values
are shown in Fig. 16.
Analogous to removing the input referred offset voltage of a differential pair,
floating-gate transistors are utilized to remove threshold mismatch effects found in
current mirrors. The threshold voltage mismatch causes a non-unity input/output
current ratio (assuming the mirror is designed for a ratio of 1). Figure 17 depicts a
schematic of the floating gate based current mirror. The floating-gate transistors in
the current mirror were programmed to have equivalent VT,eff , thus reducing offset
mismatch in the current mirror. Figure 18 shows the measured current mirror data
after offset reduction.
Combining a floating-gate differential pair and floating-gate current mirror, a stan-
dard 9-transistor wide-output operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) has been
built [20]. The circuit has three sources of mismatch errors: the input differential pair,
28































Figure 15: Vin,offset is progressively trimmed over successive iterations. The final
measured offset voltage is < 1mV , limited by instrument resolution



































Figure 16: User-defined values for Vin,offset using array programming. A differential
pair was taken and its offset voltage changed in increments of 0.5 V from -1.5 V to





Figure 17: Schematic of a current mirror using floating-gates. G is the multiplica-
tion/gain factor of the current mirror.
































Figure 19: Schematic of the floating-gate operational transconductance amplifier.
the pMOS current mirror, and two nMOS current mirrors. The W/L for all transis-
tors is 1. All pMOS circuits are utilizing floating-gate transistors to perform offset
removal.
For the OTA circuit, offset removal follows techniques similar to that presented
earlier, with a minor variation. The offset mismatch of the NMOS current mirror can
not be reduced directly, due to the lack of NMOS floating-gates in this process. The
PMOS current mirrors are programmed to remove the total mismatch of the NMOS
and PMOS current mirror combination. The amplifier is operated in sub-threshold
with a DC bias current of 20 nA. The resulting gain, Av, is approximately 40 V/V.
The measured output Vout,offset is 5 mV. The input referred offset voltage, Vin,offset, is
125µV . The limitation of offset reduction is due to instrumentation resolution during
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Table 1: Summary of Experimental Results for the 0.5µm floating gate based OTA
4.3 Offset Removal in Gilbert Multipliers
Using the floating-gate differential pair, a four-quadrant multiplier, based on the
Gilbert multiplier, has been built. Figure 21 shows the schematic of the floating-
gate multiplier, essentially, two differential pairs are utilized. As before, the array
programming architecture is incorporated for automatic and efficient programming.
The VT,eff of each transistor are programmed to be equal.
Results from an offset removed Gilbert multiplier are shown in Fig. 22. An IC











Figure 21: Transistor level schematic of a floating-gate multiplier circuit. The multi-
plier is based on the Gilbert Multiplier.






















Figure 22: Multiplier results after offset removal. I-V curves for various values of the
differential voltage V1. Each floating-gate differential pair was tuned such that the
difference between I+ and I− was zero. The offset for each curve is approximately
zero.
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similar offset removal method from above was used to tune the multiplier. The differ-
ential voltage V1 is kept constant for each sweep of V2 to obtain Fig. 22. After offset
removal, the multiplier input referred offset voltage is measured to be approximately
1 mV. Changing the multiplication, by modifying the value of V1 has no effect on the
value of Voffset, as was expected. Multiplication of the differential signals V1 and V2
are clearly seen and an intercept through the origin. The linearity of the I-V curve
is due to a small value for κeff for all transistors, similar to that reported as above.
A Gilbert multiplier created with floating-gate transistors having κeff in the higher
range, between 0.5 and 0.7, would also show values of Voffset comparable to the low
κeff multiplier presented.
4.4 System Examples
Low-level analog circuits, such as operational transconductance amplifier (OTA), are
important pieces in building data converters and most mixed-signal systems. A re-
configurable system should enable the ability to change the attributes and properties
of the designed application, e.g. change filter corner frequencies. Previously, we dis-
cussed basic analog sub-circuits and OTAs for use in reconfigurable systems. We will
use the floating-gate (FG) OTA from above as the basis for programmable Gm − C
filters. Taking the OTA from Fig. 19, it is modified for full differential operation.
Common-mode feedback (CMFB) compensation is performed using a floating-gate
based feedback structure [21]. The CMFB circuit is built using two capacitors to sum
the two outputs; thus, computing the output common mode, and directly applying
this signal as feedback to the output current sources. Measured results from a 0.5µm
CMOS process are shown in Fig. 23.
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Biquad filters are a common filter design used in analog and mixed signal systems.
Using the FG OTA, we have designed low-pass and band-pass biquad filters with pro-
grammable frequency responses. Figure 24 is a low-pass biquad filter implementation.
The filter corner frequencies were programmed to different values ranging from 200
kHz to 2 MHz. The Q of the filter was also programmed to various values. The FG
CMFB common-mode rejection was measured at -50 to -60 dB. These values agreed
with simulation.
Band-pass biquad FG OTA filters were also designed. Figure 25 shows band-pass
filter results with tuning ranges of 25 kHz to 100 kHz for the low corner. The high
corner has programming tuning ranges of 1 MHz to 4 MHz. Similar to the low-pass
filter, the Q of the band-pass filter is tunable via programming.
4.5 Conclusion
We have shown the ability to reduce the effect of threshold mismatch in analog cir-
cuits, such as differential pairs, current mirrors, OTAs, and gilbert multipliers. The
reduction of input referred offset voltage (and other offset voltages) will enable higher
performance and accuracy analog circuits. Also, we have used floating-gates as tun-
ing knobs for various analog systems (i.e. filters). Floating-gate devices are a simple
solution to the problem of multiple non-volatile bias sources. They are compact and
provide sufficient range for the systems wherein they are utilized.
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Fig. 6. Fully differential FG-OTA with FG CMFB circuit (FG-OTA1) and measurements. (a) Fully differential FG-OTA with FG CMFB circuit (FG-OTA1).
(b) Small-signal circuit schematics for differential- and common-mode analysis of FG-OTA1. (c) SPICE simulation results of small signal common-mode and
differential-mode response of FG-OTA1. Plot shows data for three values of OTA bias currents–10 nA, 100 nA and 1 A. (d) SPICE simulation results of CMRR
versus frequency of FG-OTA1. (e) Transient common-mode response of FG-OTA1 circuit with FG transistors. Response is shown for 10-kHz input common-mode
signal at 200 mV and 1 V . The input signal rides on a dc level (not shown) of V. (f) Experimental frequency response of FG-OTA1 for two
different programmed bias currents.
TABLE I
DIFFERENTIAL-MODE AND COMMON-MODE PARAMETERS FOR FG-OTA1
of the CMFB circuit. Through programming, we set the bias
currents, and the offset between the differential pair transistors.
Fig. 6 shows the circuit, simulation, and measurement for the
first OTA design, which we refer as FG-OTA1. The CMFB cir-
cuit is build using two capacitors to sum the two outputs, thus
computing the output common mode, and directly applying this
signal as feedback to the output current sources. Fig. 6(b) shows
the small signal differential-mode and common-mode half-cir-
cuits. Table I shows the calculated differential-and common-
mode parameters for FG-OTA1, assuming the capacitors are
matched. Mismatch in , will result in a differential feedback,
that will limit the gain, similar to the overlap capacitance for the
single-ended case. Further, CMRR is degreaded by the input ca-
pacitance mismatch as in the single-ended case. In this design,
the sizes of the nFET transistors were identical, and the sizes of
the pFET transistors were identical. Fig. 6 shows we get reason-
able dc gain (40 dB) and CMRR (95 dB) from this noncascoded
amplifier through simulation with no mismatch. The 3-dB fre-
quency is directly related to the bias current; an order of mag-
nitude increase (decrease) in the bias current, corresponds to an
analogous increase(decrease) in the corner frequency. Unfortu-
nately, mismatch between N8 and N9 will signficantly reduce
the differential gain, as seen experimentally in Fig. 6; the re-
sulting gain shows that the mismatch between M8 and M9 is
roughly 20%.
Fig. 7 shows the circuit, simulation, and measurement for the
second OTA design, which we refer as FG-OTA2. FG-OTA2 has
the advantage of a higher CMFB loop gain, better current mirror
matching, higher output impedance with output cascoding and
higher differential open-loop gain. Fig. 7(a) shows the circuit
schematic. Output FG transistors, and , help correct
any mismatch in the output current-source transistors, thereby
aiding CMFB circuit in improving the CMRR. The output stage
of the FG-OTA was cascoded to give a high output resistance,
which decreases the dominant pole of the OTA- block, giving
it a more ideal integrator behavior over a wider frequency range.
Fig. 8 shows the CMFB circuit for the differential FG-OTA.
The bias current and, hence, the corner frequency of the OTA
is determined by the current flowing through the FG transistor
. Thus, the of the OTA can be adjusted by program-
ming . The output of this circuit is , which was the
same that set the tail current for the input differential pair.
The differential and common-mode gain for the FG-OTA can be
analyzed using the small-signal model and is given as
(5)
Figure 23: Fully differential FG-OTA with FG CMFB circuit and easure ents. (a)
Circuit schematic. (b) Small-sig al circuit schematics. (c) SPICE simulati n results
of sm ll signal circuit for various bias currents. (d) SPICE simulation results of
CMRR versus frequency. (e) Transient common-mode response. Response is shown
for 10-kHz input common-mode signal at 200 mVpp and 1 Vpp. (f) Experimental
frequency response for two different programmed bias currents.
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Fig. 9. Programmable low-pass filter biquad and measurements. (a) Block diagram for the programmable low-pass filter biquad using FG-OTAs. (b) Measured
differential and common-mode gain for the LPF programmed to different corner frequencies (200 kHz–2 MHz). The measured common mode gain for low-pass
biquad agreed with simulated values. (c) Measured differential gain for the LPF showing the variation for different programmed bias currents. (d) Measured
plot to compute the 1-dB compression point for a LPF tuned at 1 MHz for two different programmed values. The currents were initially programmed to give a
flat response and then current setting the lower time constant was increased using injection to make the poles complex and give a -peak.
where the common mode will be linearly computed, but the dif-
ferential mismatch between these capacitors will not effect the
amplifiers differential mode gain.
VI. PROGRAMMABLE SOSs
We designed and fabricated both a programmable, fully
differential LPSOS and an BPSOS [Fig. 9(a) and (b)] on a
0.5- m n-well CMOS process available through MOSIS. Any
higher order filter can be realized as a cascade of biquad filters.
Although there are several ways to realize higher order filters,
cascade filters are the easiest to design as well as to tune.
FG-OTAs are used as programmable elements described
earlier. Fig. 12 shows the circuit prototype fabricated in a
0.5- m n-well CMOS process. The total area for the BPSOS
and LPSOS is 0.135 mm . This allows filters to be programmed
to desired corner frequencies and values. The sizes of the
drawn capacitors were roughly 350 fF. For – filters, the
time constants are set by the ratio of and the resulting
capacitances. For these differential pairs, the is (obtained
by expanding the tanh function)
(6)
After fabrication, the time constant is tuned only through the
bias current, which can be programmed from 100-fA range [25]
to tens of microamperes and higher, resulting in roughly eight
orders of magnitude of tuning range. For an output capacitance
of 100 fF, we are looking at a tuning range from 5 Hz to
500 MHz. If the input transistors are not sized properly, we may
not get quite as much tuning range at the upper limit due to
the devices going above threshold. Further, by drawing different
size load capacitors, the range of possible frequencies can be
further increased by potentially more orders of magnitude.
A. Low-Pass SOS
Fig. 9 shows the block diagram of the low-pass biquad
(LPSOS) using FG-OTAs. The transfer function of the SOS is
given by
(7)
Assuming and , the time
constant (or corner frequency) and for complex-conjugate
poles is given by
(8)
A desired corner frequency can be obtained by programming
the bias current that control , while the of the filter can be
independently set by adjusting . Programming accuracy for
Figure 24: Programm ble low-pass filter biquad and measurements. (a) Block di-
agram for the programmable low-pass filter biquad using FG-OTAs. (b) Measured
differential and common-mode gain. (c) Measured differential gain showing the Q
variations. (d) Measured plot to compute the 1-dB compression point for a LPF
tune at 1 MHz for two different programmed Q values.
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Fig. 10. Programmable bandpass filter biquad and measurements. (a) Block diagram for the programmable bandpass filter biquad using FG-OTAs. (b) Experi-
mental results showing the programming of the low corner of the Bandpass filter. Corner frequencies were programmed at 25, 50, and 100 kHz. (c) Experimental
results showing the programming of the high corner of the bandpass filter. Corner frequencies were programmed at 1, 2, and 4 MHz. (d) Experimental results
showing programming of the low corner of the bandpass filter for different values. As the is increased, increases and the center frequency also increases
as predicted by (10).
the center frequency and the is related to the current program-
ming accuracy, therefore roughly 0.1% for center frequency and
0.2% for . Practically, the mismatch in the capacitors, which
is primarily the load capacitors, will alter the center frequency
and , and therefore we typically take a few frequency points to
precisely target absolute values. We have programmed values
up to 10 for this implementation.
Fig. 9(b) shows measured data of the differential gain of
the LPSOS for different programmed s while keeping the
ratio over constant. The corner frequencies move
linearly (200 kHz–2 MHz) with the bias current as long as
the input transistors operate in subthreshold, due to the fact
that transconductance varies linearly with bias current in this
region. Fig. 9(b) also shows the common-mode gain for these
structures for different bias currents suggesting a good CMRR.
The experimental results correlated well with the simulations
for these plots. Fig. 9(c) shows experimental results for dif-
ferent programmed values that are adjusted by programming
. Fig. 9(d) shows the measured output power for varying
input power of the low-pass SOS when tuned to 1-MHz corner
for the two different values. This measurement can be used
to find the 1-dB compression point of the system by doing a
simple curve fit. The linearity of the system deteriorates with
higher due to higher gain in the system. The measured 1-dB
compression for the high and low case was 160 mV and
280 mV , respectively.
B. Bandpass SOS
Fig. 10(b) shows the block diagram of a – BPSOS using
four FG-OTAs. The transfer function of the SOS is given by
(9)
Assuming and , the time
constant (or corner frequency) and for complex conjugate
poles is given by:
(10)
The corners and the center frequency of the BPSOS can also be
set by programming the FG-OTAs.
Fig. 10(a) shows the experimental response of the BPSOS
with different programmed s. The low corner changes
while keeping the high corner constant ( is kept fixed).
Fig. 10(b) shows the measured response for the BPSOS,
where the high corner has been moved independent of the
Figure 25: Progr mable ba dpass filter biquad a d m asurements. (a) Blo k dia-
gram for the programmable bandpass filter biquad using FG-OTAs. (b) Experimental
results showing the programming of the low corner of the Bandpass filter. c) Experi-
mental results showing the programming of the high corner of the bandpass filter. (d)
Expe imental results showing p ogramming f the low corner of the b ndpass filter





The utilization of reconfigurable FPGA systems in the digital design arena has ex-
ponentially increased over the last decade. Systems with ASIC designs are becoming
less prevalent while FPGA-based system designs are increasing. The benefits of rapid
prototyping, quicker time to market, and in-field reprogrammability are important
benchmarks which enabled the rise of the FPGA [22, 23, 24]. In the analog/mixed-
signal design domain, the uptake for reconfigurable chips has not seen the same rate.
The benefits of using reconfigurable mixed-signal chips are equivalent to the digi-
tal domain: faster design cycle, reduced time to mark, and in-field reconfigurability.
A mixed-signal FPGA or Field-Programmable Array of Analog and Digital Devices
(FPAADD) has been developed to capitalize on the benefits of mixed-signal reconfig-
urability [25]. The generality and flexibility of the FPAADD enable it to implement a
vastly larger application space over previous reconfigurable systems. Examples of ap-
plication systems include, but are not limited too: data converters, digitally assisted
analog computation, industrial control, machine learning, mixed-signal processing,
digitally tunable analog circuits, to biologically inspired neuromorphic circuits.
5.1 Mixed-Signal Architecture
The computational blocks are clusters of computational elements and an interconnect
network called the local interconnect. Analog components are clustered together to
form the Computational Analog Blocks (CABs) while digital components are clus-





Figure 26: The general architecture of the FPAADD: a) Left, analog devices (MOS-
FETs, capacitors, etc.) are grouped together with local interconnect, a sea of reconfig-
urable switches for connecting the devices together, to form Computational Analog
Blocks (CAB). Right, digital devices (Flip-Flops and look-up tables) are grouped
together with local interconnect to make Combinational Logic Blocks (CLB). b) In-
terchangeable digital and analog tiles are built from either a CLB or a CAB with
reconfigurable routing that allows signals to propagate between tiles (global intercon-
nect). c) System view of the FPAADD at the top level.
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In the FPAADD, the choice of analog devices range in complexity from discrete
transistors and capacitors to FG input operational transconductance amplifiers (FG-
OTAs). Other devices include: transmission gates, and multiple-input translinear
elements (MITEs) [26]. The choice of digital devices are LUTs and flip flops.
CLBs and CABs are arranged in a tile-able Manhattan style global interconnection
scheme (Figure 26b). An analog tile comprises a CAB, two connection blocks (C-
Blocks), and a switch block (S-Blocks). The C-Blocks allow inputs and outputs from
the CAB to connect to the global routing tracks, while the S-Block routes nets on
global tracks through the chip. The digital tile is the exact same but with a CLB.
The two different tiles are completely pin compatible.
FG transistors are used for the switches and state storing elements on the chip.
The dynamic range of the FG switches allow for ON performance comparable to trans-
mission gates with parasitic capacitance of a single FET, with leakage currents an or-
der of magnitude less than standard SRAM based alternatives [27]. The non-volatile
nature of the floating-gates means the chip does not have to be reprogrammed on
power up. The continuum between the on and off states allow the routing infrastruc-
ture to perform tasks other than just connecting nets: tunable delays, current biases,
and vector matrix multipliers (VMM), for instance, are all easily implementable by
the interconnect.
The core of the FPAADD is an array of these tiles. The tiles are interleaved on
a row by row basis with a higher density of digital rows on the bottom and analog
rows on the top. The rest of the chip is floating-gate selection and programming
infrastructure (controlled by an SPI bus), and buffered and non-buffered I/O. The
top level arrangement of the chip is shown in Figure 26c.
The Manhattan-style routing architecture chosen for the FPAADD is the param-
eterizable one as understood by the VTR software. Things like the number of global
tracks, track lengths, number of inputs and outputs from cells, etc. are all variables.
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In general, arbitrarily cranking up these variables usually leads to an increase in
routing options. This can increase the chance that the place and route heuristics suc-
cessfully find a routing solution to any given target circuit, and or make impossible to
route circuits routable. The biggest trade off in doing so, is that an increase in routing
options comes from an increase in the number of switches on any given net, and thus
increases the parasitic delay of any routed signal, the dynamic power consumed on
transitions, increases static power, and reduces the fraction of the silicon devoted to
the actual computational elements.
The FPAADD routing architecture will be presented parameterizable, and with
the specific values of any variable. The choices for said variables was, to a certain
extent, a bit arbitrary. Though certain performance goals, i.e.. a minimum desired
routed device to device bandwidth did set upper bounds on the number of allowable
connections on certain nets.
5.1.1 Floating-Gate Switch
The most basic and ubiquitous component of any highly reconfigurable architecture
is the switch and the switch’s state storage. In the majority of modern FPGAs, this
is implemented by a single nFET whose gate is driven by SRAM. The FPAADD,
instead, uses floating-gate transistors as the switch and memory.
Building up the local interconnect and high level portions of the chip is greatly
facilitated by defining some circuit symbols: Figure 28a shows the symbol used for
a floating-gate pFET switch, and Figure 28b the symbol for when a floating-gate is
used as the gate input to a larger circuit like an inverter.
An open circle, as shown in Figure 28c, denotes when a switch is used to connect
two abutting net lines. When a switch is used to allow connectivity between two
crossing net lines an open circle is drawn over the crossing of the two nets (Figure
28d). Figure 28e shows the symbol for an s-switch connection topology, an open
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Figure 27: Programming is achieved by globally removing charge from the floating-
gate nodes through CTUN via Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, and then selectively adding
charge through Mi,j with impact carrier hot channel electron injection. Injection of
charge per row is controlled by the selection lines CSi, and per column by the drain
lines CSj.
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square. The s-switch allows a signal entering from any side to propagate across, make
a turn, split in two directions, allows two nets to cross each other, or turn away from
each other.
5.1.2 Combinational Logic Block
The Basic Logic Element (BLE) is the building block of the digital circuits. The
standard BLE is a k-input look-up table whose output is either registered or not by
a flip-flop. Shown in Figure 29 is the BLE implementation used in the FPAADD.
Instead of using a standard flip-flop, a JK-FF is used that can be configured as a
T-FF or a D-FF. The clock can be routed from the local interconnect, the BLE’s
look-up-table, or come from a global signal. These choices were made to allow of high
density synthesis of asynchronous counters.
Figure 30 shows that the CLB is comprised of NO number of BLEs and a sea
of local interconnect. The inputs to each BLE come from either any of the NI
primary inputs to the CLB or from the outputs of any BLE in the CLB. The NO
outputs of the CLB are hardwired to the outputs of the BLEs in a one-to-one fashion.
The configuration of the local interconnect allows for a deterministic and guaranteed
routing solution for any clustering of any NI inputs and NO BLEs. Where NO = 4
and NI = 8 .
5.1.3 Computational Analog Block
The CAB is the analog equivalent of the CLB. It is a cluster of analog devices and
local interconnect, however, instead of a homogeneous set of devices, the CAB in
the FPAADD contains: floating-gate based operational transconductance amplifiers
(OTAs), switched capacitor optimized transmission gates, MOSFETs (either com-
mon centroid pFETs or nFETs), capacitors, and multiple-input translinear elements
(MITEs: floating-gate pFETs with multiple input control gates). This set of devices
was chosen to make the FPAADD CABs compatible with the generic CABs from the
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Figure 28: a) pFET switch with floating-gate memory and circuit symbol, b) Cir-
cuit symbol for a floating-gate memory element setting the gate input voltage of an
inverter, c) a pFET floating-gate switch connecting two abutting nets, d) a pFET
floating-gate switch connecting two crossing nets, e) six pFET floating-gate switches
implementing an s-switch.
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Figure 29: The BLE is a 3-input LUT whose output can be registered with a FF.
The register is implemented as a JK-FF. It cab be configured as a standard FF or a
T-FF, with the clock originating from the local interconnect, the output of the LUT,
or a global line.
previous FPAA of [5]. Inputs to the devices come from the NI primary inputs, the
two hardwired VDD and gnd signals, or the outputs of any device in the CAB. The
NO outputs of the CAB are multiplexed from the set of CAB device outputs. This
was chosen because the number of devices in the CAB exceeded that in the BLE and
it was desired to keep the same number of I/O in the CAB as in the CLB: NO = 4
and NI = 8.
While the routability of the CLB was complete, this is not the case for the CAB.
The existence a completely deterministic and guaranteed routing solution for all com-
binations ofNI inputs, NO outputs and CAB devices depends on whether the cluster-
ing can be partitioned such that the implied input/output relationship of the devices
is preserved: an output can go to multiple inputs, but multiple outputs can not go
to a single input. In the CLB, the inputs and outputs are well defined, as is the case
with CMOS digital gates. While an OTA may have well defined inputs and outputs,
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Figure 30: The CLB comprises multiple BLE devices and a sea of local interconnect.
The outputs from the NO number of BLEs are the primary outputs from the CLB,
and the inputs to the BLEs come from the NI number of primary CLB inputs and
the NO BLE outputs. NO = 4 and NI = 8 for the FPAADD.
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CAB architecture showing devices and local interconnect. Inputs to the local
interconnect are vertical lines and outputs from the local interconnect are
horizontal. I and LI are the primary inputs to the CAB and the outputs from the
CAB devices respectively. O and LO are the primary outputs from the CAB and
inputs to the CAB devices respectively. The example wiring shows a configured
logarithmic amplifier circuit.
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and the gate of a MOSFET is easily classified as an input, classifying the sources or
drains of a MOSFET, for instance, as either inputs or outputs is rather arbitrary.
If partitioning of the circuit to be clustered in the CAB preserves these mappings
then the cluster is guaranteed to route in a deterministic manner. Since many analog
circuits do not partition this way, this does not automatically mean they will not
route, the output multiplexor allows for limited support of shorting of outputs. If
outputs are to be shorted, and if the output is also a primary output, then the output
multiplexor can handle this. The only time output shorting will fail is if two devices
are to short their outputs, and this net does not propagate out of the CAB or to the
input of any device in the CAB, and all CAB output lines are already occupied with
other nets.
5.2 Manhattan Routing Design in FPAA
5.2.1 Global Interconnect
The global interconnect follows a standard track based scheme with C-Blocks getting
inputs and outputs out of the CABs and CLBs and onto the tracks. S-Blocks allow
track segments to be connected across, or to make turns. Figure 31 shows a two by two
array of tiles where each tile contains either a CAB or CLB and global interconnect:
two C-Blocks and an S-Block. There are 11 tracks in the north-south direction, and
11 in the east-west direction.
The C-Blocks in the FPAADD are implemented as a completely populated floating-
gate matrix. The C-Blocks are not fractional, all inputs and outputs from the com-
putational blocks have access to every track, and all track segments span one tile
length.
The S-Blocks are a diagonal arrangement of s-switches (one buffered, ten passive)
that allow signals to propagate across or to change directions into neighboring tiles,
but the diagonal nature keeps the signals on the same track number as they started.
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Figure 31: The global interconnect comprises vertical and horizontal track segments
isolated by S-Blocks. The S-Blocks allow signals on tracks to propagate to neighbor
tracks or to change directions. The C-Blocks provide connectivity from the global
tracks to the primary inputs and outputs of the CLBs and CABs. Examples of
allowable routings shown highlighted.
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(a) (b)
The s-switch topology used in the digitally buffered s-switches. b) The analog
buffered s-switch topology. Some examples of allowable routings shown highlighted.
The standard s-switch is implemented as shown in Figure 28e, which passively passes
both analog and digital signals. Every s-switch is of this passive type except for the
bottom left ones on the first track.
These s-switches on the bottom track are buffered. Each digital tile’s S-Block
has a single digital buffered s-switch and each analog’s has a single analog buffered
s-switch. Two different buffered s-switch topologies can be seen in Figures 32a and
32b. Both circuits are bi-directional, and allow for the same direction choices of signal
propagation as the passive s-switch. The first circuit uses significantly less switches,
has less internal parasitics per track, forces all entering signals to leave buffered, and
requires four buffers. The second circuit is basically a passive s-switch with the ability
to insert a single buffer on the input from one of the directions. In general, the first
topology will be faster, but larger than the second topology. Because the analog
buffers (a 9T floating-gate programmable OTA based unity-gain buffers) are much
bigger than the digital ones (two-stage inverter chain) we chose the second topology
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for the analog buffered s-switches and the first topology for the digital buffered s-
switches.
Array size 27x8: 108 digital tiles and 108 analog
tiles.
Chip IO 33 generic IO pads, 11 digitally buffered
bi-directional pads
Devices per CAB 2 FG-OTAs, 2 TGATEs, 2 Capacitors, 2
FETs (nFET or pFET), 2 MITEs
Devices per CLB 4 BLEs
CAB / CLB I/O 8 inputs, 4 outputs
BLE 3-input LUT, routable clock and reset,
reconfigurable for asynchronous adders
C-BLOCK 11 Total tracks, all of segment length 1,
fully connected connection blocks
S-BLOCK diagonal with 1 digital or analog buffered
s-switch per tile on the first track
Process CMOS 0.35um Double-Poly, 4-M
Voltage 2.4V at runtime
Table 2: FPAADD specifications
Table 2 contains a list of specific parameter values used in the FPAADD.
5.2.2 Interconnect Comparison
The CAB devices, floating-gate design, and floating-gate programming infrastructure
were all derived from the RASP 2.9a chip, a next generation FPAA from the line
developed by Hasler et. al. [28, 27, 5]. Significant differences from the RASP 2.9a
include the choice of a Manhattan style global routing architecture, and a feedback
output local interconnect scheme. The global interconnect has significantly less par-
asitics over short distances than the RASP’s global scheme, where global tracks span
the entire length of the chip. There are buffers in the global interconnect whereas the
generic RASP line contains none. The local interconnect of the FPAADD has 68%
lower parasitic capacitance and 50% less parasitic resistance between routed CAB
devices in the local interconnect (devices in the FPAADD can be connected with
one switch, but in the RASP chips require two at minimum) at the cost of slightly
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decreased routability described earlier. This leads to a 4x improvement in bandwidth
of signals routed in the local interconnect over previous RASP based FPAAs. In the
RASP line, CAB devices were disconnected from the routing infrastructure during
program time with large transmission gates in order to not expose the devices to in-
jection level programming voltages, but with careful circuit consideration, these can
be removed in almost all cases.
The global interconnect scheme as well as the local interconnect and CLB devices
draw heavily from standard Manhattan style FPGAs [29, 30]. Ignoring semi-arbitrary
design decisions regarding architectural parameters, such as number of tracks, cluster
size, placement of buffers, etc. the digital tiles look very similar to previously made
FPGAs. The biggest difference being replacing the switch elements and SRAM with
programmable floating-gate pFET transistors[28, 27, 5].
Floating-gates are very similar in operation to non-volatile technologies such as
EPROM, EEPROM, and FLASH; various FPGAs and CPLDs have been built us-
ing these technologies [31],[32],[33]. The floating-gates transistors in the FPAADD
are built in a standard CMOS process. They have a higher dynamic range of pro-
grammed voltage leading to significant performance increases in power, speed, and
signal integrity at the cost of density compared to conventional EEPROM and FLASH
devices.
In [31], they claim that switching from using the EPROMs as the actual switch to
simply using the EPROMs to control the gate of CMOS devices, that a 10x speedup
was achieved. This is similar to the problem that pass-transistor logic, often used
in FPGAs, face when trying to pass a logic-level (V DD for nFETs and GND for
pFETs) that causes the devices to enter subthreshold before completely passing the
signal. This results in logic level high voltages of about one threshold voltage less
than V DD after reasonable amounts of time, usually leading to speed degradation
and an exponential increase in leakage current in gates driven by these logic levels.
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Because the floating gate voltage can be programmed to higher than one threshold
voltage above V DD, the switches stay in above threshold while passing the whole
rail-to-rail voltage. Small signal resistance sweeps in [27] show floating-gate switches
being as good as transmission gates but at half or better parasitic capacitance.
5.3 CAD Software for the FPAADD
Much work has been done in the realm of synthesis for FPGAs; many software pack-
ages are available from industry and the open-source community alike. The field of
synthesis for FPAAs, however, is far from mature. While the algorithms for placement
and routing certainly have application to FPAAs, what does not translate so well are
the cost functions (other than trivial ones like area and routability) to evaluate the
desire-ability of routable solutions. FPGA synthesis is largely timing driven, where
propagation delay models are used to identify the worst case delay of the critical path
(further effort can be spent to then reduce the amount of devices on non critical paths
for power optimization). While line delays certainly have some application to analog
circuits, they are by no means the appropriate metric for all circuit nets.
In [34] the authors successfully apply standard placement and routing algorithms
to map analog circuits to FPAAs with global parasitic reduction being the metric
of choice. Next, extraction of parasitic elements is performed and back annotated
to the initial input spice netlist for simulation, with fitness evaluation and iteration
up to the user. The strategy in [35]is to partition the mixed signal reconfigurable
system into the digital and analog subcircuits at data converter interfaces and apply
different cost functions to each. Models for SNR estimation are developed that start
with known device SNR and its degradation by connection topology of interconnect:
cascode, fan-out, fan-in, and feedback. Bandwidth is also estimated using the data
converter’s Nyquist criterion as the bottleneck.
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None of these approaches take into account the appropriateness of applying dif-
ferent cost functions to different net types. For instance, an algorithm that places
negative weight on average parasitic capacitance of all nets will inefficiently try to
reduce parasitic capacitance on nets that are insensitive to it, like internal nets of DC
bias generators.
The software suite, Verilog To Routing (VTR), was extended and modified to
perform placement and routing on the FPAADD. As of this writing, the flow is
completely area driven.
5.3.1 Verilog To Routing
VTR is an open source, academic software suite that given an input Verilog circuit
description and an input FPGA architectural description, performs synthesis and
place and route (Figure 32). The suite consists of the following programs: ODIN II,
which performs logic synthesis to standard cells (in this case, LUTs, FFs, and macro
functions) [36], ABC which performs logic optimization [37], and T-Vpack and VPR
which perform packing of LUTs and FFs into CLBs and then placement and routing
[38].
While the flow supports synthesis of Verilog to the standard FPGA building
blocks, it also supports the targeting of larger functions that may exist as dedicated
hardware blocks on a heterogeneous FPGA. For instance, it is common to include
hardware adders or multipliers in FPGAs as the synthesis of these rather common
functions are often the bottlenecks in an FPGA implemented circuit design.
The support of black boxes made VTR a very attractive starting point in creating
a software chain to provide placement and routing on the FPAADD. Digital circuitry
could be synthesized all the way from Verilog while the analog circuitry could be
treated as black boxes and simply placed and routed.
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Figure 32: The software stack used for programming the FPAADD. From the VTR
flow: ODIN takes an input Verilog file and performs logic synthesis targeting LUTs,
FFs, and macro function blocks. ABC performs logic optimization. T-Vpack clusters
LUTs and FFs into CLBs. And VPR places and routes the result. VPR2P takes
an input describing the internal configuration of the CABs that are treated as black
boxes in the VTR flow, and all of the intermediate outputs of the VTR flow, and
creates a switch list. The switch list can be directly programmed or analyzed and
modified by the detailed routing analysis tool, RAT2. All programs in the flow take
various pieces of architectural descriptions of the target system.
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5.3.2 Routing on the FPAADD
While VTR will route circuits to arbitrary architecture graphs, it also supports a
robust and scalable XML based architecture description language for quick graph
building. Since the FPAADD was designed with a Manhattan style global and lo-
cal interconnect scheme, describing the FPAADD in the VTR architecture language
was relatively straight forward. Only a few minor modifications to VTR 5.0 were
necessary.
The current flow starts with the circuit input as a blif and a net2 file. The blif
file contains all of the digital circuitry as described as netlists of LUTs and latches
with black boxes for the analog circuits. T-Vpack then packs the digital circuits into
CLBs and the CABs are already prepacked in the net2 file. VPR then places and
routes the CLBs and CABs.
The program VPR2P was written to take all of the intermediate file outputs of the
VTR flow, consolidate the information, fill in the blackboxes with information from
the net2 file, and then to translate the information into the corresponding physical
switch locations on the FPAADD. The output is a row column switch list that is the
input into our programming software. It also handles chip and board communication
as well as the algorithms for erasing and programming the floating-gate memory
elements.
Since VPR is not concerned with local interconnect, as routing at that level is
deterministic, the GUI does not show the internals of the blocks. In order to analyze
the detailed routing solutions (global routing and local routing) and to provide for a
way to set and unset switches by hand, the RAT2 tool was created.
The RAT2 is a simple program written in MATLAB that can read in a switch
list, display the routing solution, modify by means of a point and click interface the
switch list, and dump out a switch list. This switch list can then be used to program
the chip.
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Figure 33: Die photo of the fabricated FPAADD.
5.4 System Verification
The FPAADD as described in Section 5.1 was fabricated in a standard double-poly,
single n-well, 4 metal CMOS 0.35um process. A die photo of the FPAADD is shown
in Figure 33. All reported data are taken from the fabricated chip. The system is
operated at 2.4V during run time, as opposed to 3.3V, to increase retention of the
stored charge on all floating-gate transistors [5].
All CAB and CLB devices, as presented in Table 2, are verified to be functional,
via successful interconnect routing to I/O pads; global interconnect, local intercon-
nect, and interconnect buffers are all working as expected. Simple circuits have been
built: XOR gates and full-adders implemented in the CLB floating-gate based LUTs,
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asynchronous adders generated from FFs and LUTs, MOSFET threshold and char-
acterization data extracted from transistor devices in the CABs, and ring oscillators
built out of the buffered global interconnect. Verification and programming of the
the floating-gate transistors were performed and found to be similar from results re-
ported in [5]. The design and layout of components for the CAB were re-used from
previously designed FPAAs and performance metrics were found to be comparable to
published literature in [5].
To evaluate the performance of the interconnect network, we measured delay as
a function of routing distance (i.e. interconnect stages). Ring oscillators were imple-
mented to perform this measurement, each interconnect stage being a C-Block and
S-Block. Both buffered and unbuffered digital tracks are measured. In Figure 34, os-
cillator period is plotted as function of the number of stages. As expected, the delay
of the oscillators using non-buffered tracks increases quadratically with the number of
stages as is typical of RC ladders. The delay of the buffered tracks increase linearly.
The delay of moving from one tile to the next through a digitally buffered s-switch is
1.6ns. Using a similar method, the BLE to BLE delay was measured to be less than
7ns.
5.5 System Examples and Measurements
Previous FPAAs have been used to build continuous time filters, vector matrix multi-
pliers, AM receivers, analog speed processors, among others [4, 5]. The reconfigurable
and mixed-signal nature of the FPAADD allows the user to address a variety of appli-
cations from pure analog to mixed-mode to pure digital including FPAA applications
in previous literature. Two example system applications have been built to demon-
strate the configurability and performance of the FPAADD: a VCO-based ADC and
a 2nd order low-pass sigma delta modulator.
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Figure 34: Ring oscillator period versus number of additional interconnect stages (s-
block to s-block) for digitally buffered and passive s-blocks. The incremental delay
due to a digitally buffered s-block is 1.6ns.
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5.5.1 VCO ADC
An 8-bit VCO-based ADC was built in the FPAADD as shown in Figure 35. The
voltage controlled oscillator was built using discrete transistor CAB components; the
asynchronous counters, state machines, and registers were built out of the CLBs.
Figure 36 shows the frequency versus control voltage plot of the VCO. The linear
dynamic range of the VCO was measured to be from 0.18 MHz to 7 MHz. The digital
back-end was clocked externally at 2 MHz. However, the back-end was operational
up to 18 MHz.
The ADC was measured to have no missing codes, and its operation can be seen
in Figure 37 for a 200.137Hz, 0.4VPP input sine wave applied at Vin. INL and DNL
data is not presented due to the non-linearity inherent in VCO based ADCs. The
non-linearity of the ADC is due to the following effects: the voltage (Vin) to current
converter is a simple nFET operated in sub-threshold, so an exponential voltage
to current conversion is expected, while the rest of the VCO (a current controlled
oscillator) performs a linear conversion of input current to frequency. The digital
back-end counts the number of CLKADC transitions per VCO output pulse (VO),
giving a measure of the period for VO. Using expected circuit behavior, the input is
reconstructed from the output by fitting it to the following equation:
−ln[aTout + b] = Vout (14)
where Tout is the measured output, a and b are terms lumping sub-threshold parame-
ters of the input V-to-I input stage and the linear current controlled oscillator stage.
The signal is then reconstructed from the ADC output and shows the circuit to be
in excellent agreement with expected circuit behavior, as seen in Figure 37.
The VCO based ADC system consumed a total of 10 tiles (four analog and six
digital) representing 4.6% of the total number of tiles in the FPAADD array. The
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Figure 35: An 8-bit ADC built on the FPAADD. a) Block Diagram: A current or
Voltage Controlled Oscillator’s (VCO) output period is measured by a digital backend.
b) Timing diagram for the circuit’s operation. c) VCO, pulse detection circuit and
state machine, asynchronous counter and latches.





































Figure 36: Measured response of the VCO over varying input voltage.
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Figure 37: 8-bit VCO based ADC digital output (dotted line) for a 200.137Hz input






























Figure 38: A 2nd order sigma-delta modulator with 1-bit DAC feedback.
percentage of device utilization within the six digital tiles was 88% while the utiliza-
tion within the four analog tiles was 23%. Low element utilization of the CAB is due
to the heterogeneous nature of the devices present within the CAB. The VCO used
primarily discrete transistors found in the CAB along with an OTA and 2 capacitors
leading to the low utilization value.
5.5.2 Delta-Sigma Modulator ADC
Figure 38 depicts the system diagram of a 2nd order low-pass sigma delta created in
the FPAADD. The low-pass filter was built using components from 2 CABs, and a
single CLB is utilized for the D Flip-Flop. The poles of the loop filter are designed
to be located at zero. The sigma-delta modulator has a measured SNR of 24.1 dB
and SFDR of 39.2 dB at a bandwidth of 20 kHz and over-sampling frequency of 2.5
MHz. Figure 39 is a 32k FFT of recorded data taken from the FPAADD at the
previously stated input and sampling frequencies. Insufficient gain of the loop filter
is the probable reason for lower than expected SNR. Further optimization of the loop
filter is required to increase the SNR.
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Figure 39: A 2nd order sigma-delta modulator with 1-bit DAC feedback. Measured
power spectrum for an input of 1.0478 kHz at 2.5 MHz oversample frequency.
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5.6 Conclusion
A mixed-signal heterogeneous tile array (FPAADD) of CAB and CLB components
has been built and presented. Verification testing of the system was performed at the
component, tile, and system level. Initial results of the FPAADD display 7ns BLE
to BLE performance and 1.6ns buffered tile to tile delay. Oversampling ADCs were
implemented to test the functionality of the tile array and show the reconfigurable
nature of the chip. The next stage of research will further characterize the FPAADD
with emphasis in system scalability, power and noise analysis, and optimum parti-
tioning of analog/digital functionality. This will allow realization of larger systems
that take full advantage of all the computation properties. The goal of the FPAADD
is a bridge towards embedded systems containing the reconfigurability of a FPAA
and digital processors, resulting in an embedded single chip reconfigurable solution




The FPAADD system introduced the concepts of a fine grained, mixed-mode, het-
erogenous tiled array of reconfigurable systems designed to support a modern syn-
thesis and place/route toolchain. However, the chip still required significant external
off-chip resources, namely, a microprocessor to perform the floating-gate program-
ming algorithms and communication with the user PC or other external systems. To
enable further integration and add more functionality to our reconfigurable systems,
the FPAADD design and the RASP 2.9v was used as the basis for a new genera-
tion system called the RASP 3.0, as it will be the third generation of RASP chips
[28, 5, 39].
6.1 System Architecture
Figure 40 shows the basic system architecture of the RASP 3.0 chip. Taking the
FPAADD concepts of analog and digital tiles, a manhattan style light weight in-
terconnect scheme and the volatile shift registers from the RASP 2.9v, the 3.0 chip
incorporates an embedded microprocessor, memory, digital peripherals, low power
array of DACs, a 32k analog memory bank, and various fixes/tweaks to the floating-
gate programming infrastructure. The new RASP 3.0 chip is considered to be the
first RASP System-On-Chip (SoC) implementation.
The processor is a synthesized MSP430 core variant from the OpenMSP430 project.
The core is instruction set compatible with the MSP430 line of micro controllers
from Texas Instruments. Compilation of code is performed using an open source
gcc variant for the MSP430. Including the openMSP430, the back-end includes,














































Figure 40: An FPAADD with integrated processor for on-chip floating-gate program-
ming control and runtime computation and datapath control
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(SPI) bus, timing block for a volatile analog memory block, floating-gate program-
ming digital logic/state machine, and miscellaneous control logic. Communication
between the CPU, peripherals, and access to the FPAADD array is accomplished via
a memory-mapped I/O bus. Communication is provided by an on-chip SPI bus and
the microprocessors built-in debug 2-wire interface. The FPAADD array is modi-
fied to support direct and indirect floating-gate switches, volatile switches, and shift
registers.
The shift registers are treated as generic devices in the CABs, with all shift register
control signals being locally routed inputs, Fig. 41 depicts volatile switch realization
in the RASP 3.0 system [40]. This allows one to vary the number and depth of
any shift register through programming, as well as immense flexibility in the detailed
control of shift register operation: one registers output could clock another shift
register, or clocking could be created from synthesized digital state machines, or be
driven directly by SPI peripheral blocks controlled by the processor. The flexibility
of the shift registers and usage as a generic CAB device, allows it to be utilized
with high efficient into high level synthesis tools. Target applications for the RASP
3.0 can include image transforms, synthesizable data converters, PLLs, frequency
synthesizers, PWMs, and analog data paths with digital control.
6.2 RASP 3.0 Synthesis, Place and Route Tool Flow
The RASP 3.0 tool flow is based upon the flow created for the FPAADD, in particular
the usage of the VTR/VPR software [25, 41]. The front-end for the new flow starts
at Xcos, which is an open source graphical dynamical model simulator similar to
Simulink from Mathworks. The Xcos based graphical front-end runs on Scilab, again
an open source software similar to Matlab from Mathworks. Figure 42 shows the
gui used in the RASP 3.0 tool flow to design circuits and systems for the chip. In


























with all shift register control signals being locally routed inputs. This allows one to vary
the number and depth of any shift register through programming, as well as imense
flexibility in the detailed control of shift register operation: one register’s output could
clock another shift register, or clocking could be created from synthesized digital state
machines, or be driven directly by SPI peripheral blocks controlled by the processor.
By treating the shift registers as generic devicse in the CAB, we will be able to much
more easily incorporate their use into high level synthesis tools, something sorely lack-
ing from previous architectures. To facilitate the control of these volatile switches, a
custom mult-channel SPI peripheral was created.
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Figure 41: Simplified schematic of the volatile switches in the RASP 3.0 chip. The
control signals and data lines for the volatile switches are themselves routed signals
from the tile array.
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ADC.
After the user has designed a circuit/system in Xcos, the custom tool software
creates a blif file [42]. The blif file, as shown in Fig. 43 is used as the input for
VPR to determine basic element (i.e. opamp, capacitor, logic gates, flip flops, etc.)
placement and routing of the circuit nets. At the blif level, we have implemented
support for flip flops with clock multiplexers. In traditional FPGA architectures,
the clock for the flip-flops in the BLEs are the same global clock. Starting with the
FPAADD and enhanced in the RASP 3.0, the clocks for the flip-flops are chosen
between a global clock, routed clocks from the tile array, or the output of a previous
BLE (to enable efficient counters). The ability to route clocks from the tile array
into the CLBs enables the RASP 3.0 to create digital system with different clock
domains, asynchronous logic circuits, and efficient counters. This is a key capability
and difference from previously cited examples of FPAAs and hybrid reconfigurable
systems.
The blif is the input into VPR to generate packing of the tile CAB/CLB elements,
signal routing between tiles, and to/from the chip I/O. Figure 44 shows the graphical
interface showing the final routing solution generated by VPR. After packing and
routing by VPR, the resulting files are parsed by the RASP 3.0 custom software tools
to output the final list of floating-gate addresses. This list of addresses is similar to
the programming list for FPGAs. It dictates which floating-gate devices to enable for
routing of signals and accurate programming for biases, VMMs, or arbitrary analog
weight storage among other possibilities. Figure 45 depicts an examples from a switch
list for the ramp generator shown in Figure 42. The last step in the tool flow is
programming of the RASP 3.0 using the generated switch list and verification of the
programmed addresses.
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Figure 42: Xcos interface for the RASP 3.0. Circuits and systems can be created
from basic CAB/CLB blocks and larger macro blocks. Shown here is a very simple
ramp generator which can be used in a ramp ADC.
Figure 43: An example of the intermediate blif file created from the Xcos model and
used as the input for VPR.
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Figure 44: The ramp generator circuit from Fig. 42 as packed and routed using the
RASP 3.0 tool flow and being shown using VPR. The VPR tool performs packing of
the basic blocks/macroblocks into the CAB/CLB. It also performs routing of circuit
nets between tiles and the chip I/O.




























Figure 46: Layout of the RASP 3.0
6.3 Measured Results from the RASP 3.0
The RASP 3.0 was fabricated in a 0.35µm CMOS process and the chip size is 7mm
x 12mm. Figure 46 depicts the layout of the RASP 3.0 along with highlights of the
various elements compromising the system.
A simple 1st order Gm − C filter was constructed to show basic operation of
the RASP 3.0 chip along with verification of the new software/tool flow. Using the
same components, the filter response was tuned via modification of the bias current
generated from a floating-gate transistor, similar to methods shown in Chapter 4.
Figure fig:ramp is the output response of the ramp generator from Fig. 42. The
input to the generator is an enable signal, while the output of the ramp was measured.
The non-linearities of the ramp are due to the use of bias current source with a low
output impedance. The basic ramp generator shown can be modified to generate a
more precise output using the available components in the RASP 3.0.
The digital CLB was verified by creating an arbitrary logic function from Verilog
via the RASP 3.0 tool flow. An arbitrary logic block performing the following action
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Figure 47: Frequency response of 1st order Gm − C filter with various bias currents
programmed via floating-gate transistors.
Figure 48: Output response of the ramp generator from the Xcos model of Fig. 42.
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was designed:
X = abc+ abc,
Y = Z@Clk,
Z = Y .
(15)
The logic takes a 3 bit input, performs an arbitrary addition, using one BLE. The
output X is sent into a D Flip-Flop clocked by signal Clk. The output of the flip-flop,
Y is inverted to obtain Z, using a second BLE. Figure 49 is the resulting output of
Eqn. 15 compiled and programmed on the RASP 3.0 using the tool flow. Signals 11,
10, and 9 are a, b, and c, respectively. Signal 8 is Clk and the output Z is signal 7 in
Fig. 49. The resulting output signal is what should be expected given the inputs and
Eq. 15. Given the above examples, we have experimentally measured and verified
the RASP 3.0 working using our tool flow. Although, the examples shown are basic
in nature, they are building blocks for larger and complex systems.
Figure 49: Response of a digital circuit created from multiple LUTs and one flip-flop
using the RASP 3.0 tool flow.
6.4 RF optimized RASP 3.0
CMOS process scaling has enabled IC systems to increase performance enabling sys-
tems to operate in the RF domain. In order to obtain faster and high performance
systems using reconfigurable chips (i.e. create better data converters from mixed-
signal reconfigurable systems), a modified RASP 3.0 system has been designed in a
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Figure 74. Layout of the RASP3.0rf.
is designed for routing high frequency RF signals and contains Complex RF BLocks
(CRB). The chip also includes IO blocks containing low noise amplifiers (LNAs) for
bringing in RF signals from the external world. Figure 74 shows a picture of the layout.
The CRBs contain devices useful in RF front-end applications: mixers, high speed
amplifiers, capacitors, and non-overlapping clock generators. Like the regular array, the
RF tiles containg both local and global interconnect arranged in a Manhattan style lay-
out. Figure 75 shows the partitioning of the array into RF and baseband portions. The
SBLOCKs are highly specialized to the task of routing reconfigurable and flexible delay
lines through the RF array. In addition to the standard routing options that SBLOCK
connections make, these also allow signals to jump to neighboring tracks and even re-
turn to the same CBLOCK. Inside the SBLOCKs are active inductor elements so that
routed signals move along a reconfigurable unity gain delay line implemented as an
L-C ladder.
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Figure 50: A RF optimized FPAA (RASP 3.0 RF) based on the RASP 3.0
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40nm CMOS process. Along with the gains of density and lower power, a RF op-
timized tile array was added to this chip, which we call the RASP 3.0 RF. (or RF
FPAA) Floating-gate devices can be used to higher system frequencies in RF/mixed-
signal systems due to shrinking process nodes, as well. In Chapter 3, we have shown
floating-gates working at a 40nm CMOS process node. Due to the 40nm process over-
all lower capacitance (source/drain, interconnect, etc.), we can assume floating-gate
devices will have higher performance metrics.
6.5 RF RASP 3.0 Architecture, Implementation and Test-
ing
Figure 50 shows the layout of the RASP 3.0 RF built in a 40nm CMOS process.
Similar to the RASP 3.0, this new chip has an embedded CPU, 16k SRAM, digital
peripherals for floating-gate programming, an SPI interface, and digital peripherals to
enable memory mapped I/O to/from the array and external I/O pads. For high fre-
quency (1-4 GHz range) operation and signal processing, we created an RF optimized
reconfigurable array with associated RF CAB (or CRB) and optimized floating-gate
switches for operation at the stated frequency ranges. The RF CAB contains high
bandwidth OTAs, an active mixer, a passive mixer, and a capacitor bank. This ”RF
front-end” interfaced with the regular (baseband) array using a simple one-to-one
global interconnect mapping. Along with the optimized front-end, we added Low-
Noise Amplifiers (LNAs) as specific input ports into the RF reconfigurable array.
Figure 51 depicts a cartoon block diagram of the new RASP 3.0 RF architecture [40].
A major application for the RASP 3.0 RF was to create delay lines using the
inherent floating-gate switches used for signal routing. The RF array has large switch
sizes optimized to reduce RF signal loss. A new S-Block switch design in the RF
domain was created with the added functionality of a delay element. S-Block switches
are designed to be chained together to create configurable delay lines. Delay lines are
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Figure 75. The RASP3.0rf array is comprised of a high speed RF section and a lower speed,
general purpose section.
7.7 Reconfigurable Delay Lines
The RF array can be used to implement all sorts of reconfigurable frontend architec-
tures for RF applications. Delay lines of arbitrary length can be built whose stages are
tapped through switch-matrix based VMMs such that analog FIR filters can be built op-
erating on the incoming RF signals. This allows some data processing to occur while
the data is still in the RF domain, and before being messed with by the process of
downmixing.
Figure 76 shows a portion of the RF array with some example routing options.
This example shows an 12-stage delay line zigzagging through a couple of tiles in the
array. Stages in the delay line are tapped through VMMs implemented from floating-
gate switch matricies in the CBLOCKs. The figure shows three tappings. The first
four stages in the delay line are tapped by two different VMMs, these taps are fed
into separate mixers and their baseband output signals routed out towards the lower
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Figure 51: Conceptualized block diagram of t e RASP 3.0 RF showing the RF f ont-
end and baseband back-end.
to perform beamforming in the RF domain without the need for complex digital
backends. Figure 52 diagrams a proof of concept delay line using the routing switches
in the global interconnect f the RF FPAA [43].
For testing of the RASP 3.0 RF system, we created a mixed-mode RF te t board
shown in Fig. 53. The board has 7 matched line length 50 ω transmission lines feeding
into the chip LNA inputs. We added a 1-4 GHz Local Oscillator (LO) generator
with capability for internal or external signal generation. Similar to the RASP 3.0
test board, we added specialized power management and regulation for floating-gate
programming, along with power management/regulation for normal system operation.
From testing the RASP 3.0 RF, we determined there was a systematic problem in
the openMSP430 cpu. The chip in test was not able to communicate with a host PC


















Figure 76. The RF array routing a many stage delay line whose values are tapped out through
VMMs in the CBLOCKs, downmixed by mixers in the CRBs, and then the baseband
signals routed out and towards the general purpose array.
speed array for further computation. The third taps the last 8 stages using multiple
neighboring CBLOCKs and summing their outputs using local interconnect internal to
the CNB, where the signal is downmixed and sent on its way.
Figure 77 shows the array configured to perform beam forming on multiple RF in-
put signals. In this example a wavefrom would be sent at some angle towards three
different antennas arranged in a line. These signals x0(t) , x1(t), and x2(t) are sent into
the array through three LNAs and each proceed along three different delay lines. Two
different tapping of these delay lines are then shown approximating the equations
g(t) = x0(t) + x1(t   T ) + x2(t   2T )
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Figure 52: Conceptual diagram of delay lines created from the FPAA routing fabric.
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FPAA had timing issues, i.e. setup and hold violations. After extensive debugging and
analysis, we determined the synthesis and place-and-route information files utilized
to build the digital backend infrastructure was flawed [43]. The information files were
missing accurate parasitic values for the process metal interconnect. Also, we found
incorrect timing checks within the verilog library files. With this knowledge, we fixed
the issues and re-ran simulations of the CPU, targeting the serial interface. Figure 54
shows two simulation outputs. The top traces are with the original (incorrect) files
and the bottom with the correct files. The bottom trace shows the serial interface
being non-functional, while the top trace shows correct operation due to the incorrect
design files. We can use the fixed design files to re-generate the digital backend with
proper setup and hold times [43]. This will provide a design that will properly operate.
6.6 Conclusion
We have demonstrated a family of RASP chips which enable mixed-signal processing.
Taking our results from the FPAADD, which was designed to integrate with the open
source VTR/VPR routing tools and a modern global interconnect scheme, the RASP
3.0 added a digital back-end and volatile shift registers to the basic FPAADD design.
Our toolset allows a system designer to create analog/digital/mixed-signal systems
from a high level system-model viewpoint. Results from the RASP 3.0 verify chip
functionality. The next step will be to use the RASP 3.0 to create larger systems and
data converters from the work presented within. An RF optimized chip, the RASP
3.0 RF, was also built to leverage 40nm CMOS technology for faster reconfigurable
mixed-signal systems. The progression of the RASP family has enabled more choice




Figure 80: Picture of test PCB for RASP 3.0 RF chip.
















Data[15:0]Write Request Read Request
Figure 81: Writing and reading 0x5555 to register 7 on the RASP 3.0.
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Figure 53: RASP 3.0 RF test board.




The subject of this research is the implementation and application of mixed-signal
reconfigurable systems utilizing floating-gate transistors and field programmable ana-
log/digital arrays. Towards this goal, various mixed-signal reconfigurable platforms
have been designed, tested, and utilized to create circuits and systems. The ba-
sic charge holding behavior of floating-gate devices was exploited to enable further
performance enhancements within the developed reconfigurable platforms. In this
chapter, key research accomplishments and milestones that have been achieved in
progressing towards the research goal will be summarized along with ideas for mov-
ing forwards in this area.
7.1 Research Summary
Chapter 2 provided an overview of floating-gate technology and the basics of pro-
gramming the charge on a floating-gate transistor. We used two physical effects to
modify the charge on a floating-gate transistor: electron tunneling and hot-electron
injection. A basic method to programming multiple floating-gate devices was also
described. This is a key step, as the ability to program more than one floating-gate
transistor is required for large scale reconfigurable systems. We showed the basic
system overview and implementation of array programming.
Chapter 3 introduced experimental results of floating-gate devices at technology
nodes smaller than 350nm. Reconfigurable systems need to be able exploit the tech-
nological scaling afforded by CMOS technology. We have shown experimental data
from a 40nm CMOS process of floating-gate transistors. These devices exhibit the
ability to retain charge and modify charge via electron tunneling and hot-electron
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injection. We have shown data displaying both physical effects and compared with
data from a 350nm CMOS process. The results are comparable and provide sufficient
cause for utilizing floating-gate transistors in very deep sub-micron nodes.
Chapter 4 introduced the use of floating-gate transistors to correct for analog
errors and analog calibration. Transistors have a inherent mismatch in their charac-
teristics due to minor differences in the actual geometry and fabrication of the devices.
Floating-gate transistors provide a natural method to reduce the input-referred offset
in matched transistors. We have implemented and shown data from differential pairs,
current mirrors, and differential input amplifiers whose input-referred offset have been
reduced. Also, we have shown the usage of floating-gates to tune/calibrate analog
circuits such as filters and multipliers. Utilizing floating-gate transistors, we have
created systems that can be tuned to the desires of the system users without needed
DACs for each tuning point.
Chapter 5 introduced the FPAADD system and its improved mixed-signal archi-
tecture for FPAAs. We discussed the architecture in detail, including the change
to a modern Manhanttan style global interconnect scheme. This allowed us to use
standard and open-sourced routing tools for system design. The FPAAD also added
digital CLB tiles into the array, giving the system FPGA capabilities. We have shown
experimental data from the FPAADD that includes: basic system functionality, speed
improvements due to architecture and buffered routing lines, and example data con-
verter systems.
Chapter 6 introduced the RASP 3.0 chips. The RASP 3.0 chips are builtin upon
the FPAADD and add a large digital back-end with volatile shift registers within the
routing infrastructure. We have shown the design and implementation of the RASP
3.0 and the RASP 3.0 RF (an RF optimized version of the 3.0 chip). We have shown
experimental data from the basic elements of the CAB and CLB devices of the RASP
3.0. The goal of the RASP 3.0 system is to enable greater variety of mixed-signal
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systems including data converters.
7.2 List of Contributions
• Design, layout, and testing of floating-gate based circuits for offset removal.
• Design, layout, and testing of 40nm floating-gate test structures.
• Design, layout, and testing of floating-gate gilbert multiplier and Gm-C Filters.
Collaborator: Ravi Chawl, and Guillermo Serrano.
• Design, layout, and testing of the FPAADD system. Collaborator: Richard
Wunderlich.
• Design and layout of the following RASP 3.0 areas: CAB, Analog Memory and
associated digital back-end, I/O blocks, and full-chip integration. Collaborators:
Richard Wunderlich, Shubha Ramakrishnan, Suma George, Stephen Nease, Sam
Shapero.
• Testing of the RASP 3.0 chip. Collaborators: Suma George, Sihwan Kim,
Michelle Collins, Andrew Freeman, Sahil Shah.
• Design and testing of the RASP 3.0 test boards. Collaborators: Scott Koziol,
and Stephen Nease.
• Design, layout, and testing of the RASP 3.0RF and associated RF test board.
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